MASTER OF ARTS PROGRAM
EXAM OUTCOME FORM

Student’s Name: ________________________________________________________

Project Title: ___________________________________________________________

Learning Goals
As evidenced in: the final paper, project or thesis, the goals reflection paper, and the final portfolio, the student has fulfilled the learning goals at the following levels:

Goal 1: To deepen and broaden their faith understandings.
Level Achieved: Unfulfilled Basic Advanced

Goal 2. To reflect on the challenge of diversity in a dialogical setting.
Level Achieved: Unfulfilled Basic Advanced

Goal 3. To meaningfully relate religious theory and spiritual practice to the context in which faith communities exist in daily life, community, and the world at large.
Level Achieved: Unfulfilled Basic Advanced

Student Identified Goals:
Level Achieved: Unfulfilled Basic Advanced

Paper, Project or Thesis Outcome

If the final requirement is a 3 credit paper or project

____ Final paper/project sustained.
____ Final paper/project not sustained.
   Student is required to revise content and submit revision to advisor for approval.
   Deadline for submission of revision: ____________________________
____ Final paper/project is not sustained and final paper/project is not accepted.

If the final requirement is a 6 credit thesis

____ Thesis is accepted without stipulation.
____ Thesis is accepted with stipulation that it be revised in formatting and technical aspects only.
   Date revised report is due: ____________________________
____ Thesis is accepted contingent on revision with respect to content and with the stipulation that the report be revised in formatting and technical aspects if necessary.
   Deadline for submission of revision: ____________________________
____ Thesis is not accepted and must be revised for review by the revision committee.
   Deadline for submission of revision: ____________________________
   Members of revision committee: ____________________________
____ Thesis is not accepted.
Examination Results

_____ Examination sustained

_____ Examination not sustained, should be retaken after the following conditions have been met:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Examination not sustained and may not be retaken

Exam Grade: __________

Examining Committee Signatures

________________________________________ Advisor

________________________________________ Second Reader    Date: ______________________